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The five stories contained in the thesis show the changes

that take place in the city of Tulsa, Oklahoma, and the nar-

rator of the stories, Lucius.

The first story, "Getting Ready," depicts a society that

builds absurd monuments to itself. The other stories, "Dog

Days," "The Narwhal in the Arkansas," "Mayflies," and "The

Razing of the Brown & Duncan Building," show the society's

deepening commitment to the absurd. Insane actions are con-

doned by the society as long as they do not threaten the

society's equilibrium; acts of madness that conform to the

society's norms are tolerated. Finally, the society becomes

so immersed in its own absurdity that the pointless destruction

of monuments to the society begins.

Through this world of random slaughter wanders Lucius,

the survivor. He survives by remaining detached, autonomous,

and static.
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GETTING READY

The Tulsa State Fair had a special attraction that year.

Several oil companies had gone together on the construction

of a monument to their industry. The result was the Golden

Driller, a fifty-foot statue perched about halfway up on a

derrick that strained three hundred feet up into the Oklahoma

night. The statue hung onto the derrick with one hand and

waved to the crowd below with the other. He towered over

everything else at the fair. Spotlights played upon him

from every angle; there were no shadows, no dark spots. The

gilded teeth gleamed as he smiled down at the crowd. At

night, the black derrick could not be seen from a distance,

and he seemed to hang in mid-air, waving and smiling. Only

up close could you see that he was meant to represent a

mortal.

And I imagine the plane seemed to hang in the air, too;

I imagine it balked, hesitated for just an instant before

plunging down short of the runway in Boston, lights winking

as if at some secret joke, engines howling in either anguish

or glee. I don't suppose it matters which, at least not to

the people whose lives slipped away in the fog. Not to my

parents. I was sixteen. I don't know how old my parents

were; I don't know how old people are when they die. Old

1
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enough, I guess. Old enough to lose their grasp, to fall

from the derrick, out of the sky, into the cold brown earth.

Old enough to learn.

At the river I had wanted to learn. Margie and I had

gone to our private spot, a little shelf on the east bank

where we could watch the sun set behind the Sunray DX cracking

plant. Thirty feet below, the tangled river shuddered in its

evil dance. And in the west, the silent fire of the sun.

I wanted to jump, to leap into the flaming waters, to

dive into the.lights below, and I also wanted to fly into the

sun, to plunge into the fiery chasm of nothingness, to melt

away. But I knew I wouldn't find the answer in the river or

the sun, only in the rushing emptiness of the flight and the

fall. The end of the journey could only be anticlimactic.

Uncle Ralph was immediately fascinated by the statue.

He stood at the base of the statue, speechless, with his

mouth open. I looked at it awhile, then decided to go see

some other exhibits. Margie took my hand. She was a plain,

ordinary girl. She was also in love with me. I wasn't in

love with her, but I couldn't tell her that she had no right

to love or be loved, that that was the price of being plain

and ordinary. Paul looked at his father, shrugged, and

tagged along. Paul's girl, Monica, was in Europe. Her par-

ents had sent her as a graduation present.

"What's wrong, kid?"

"It doesn't work. I think it's jammed."
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He took the rifle. Nothing works anymore. They attri-

buted th-e plane crash to mechanical failure.

"Here. You left the safety on."

But then they decided it was pilot error. And what was

supposed to happen then? Would the angelwings dissolve into

the slowlong indescribable fall to beneath the cold brown

earth? I rattled off the shots, blasted the stupid ducks

and won a kewpie doll for Margie. Margie squealed with

pedestrian excitement and I wanted to slap her, to slap the

whole world. And bring it to its senses.

Spinning in the Round-lUp. Kaleidoscope of noises, ca-

cophonyof lights and color. Delighted screams of terror, as

in a crashing plane. Whirlpool of lights, like the Halloween

party bonfire. And finally the dead, lurching stop. Landed.

The Ride-the-Rocket was closed down. Everyone was still

a little leery of missiles. Cuba had even dampened the Hal-

loween party.

"What do you think will happen, Lucius?"

"I don't know. Maybe they'll just blow us all up and

be done with it."

"I hope not. I'm not ready to die yet."

I looked at Margie and wondered when she would be ready,

and when I would.

Ascending in the Ferris wheel. The three of us arcing

up, but falling short of being able to look the Golden Driller
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in the eye. He was. looking down at us, waving and smiling,

like Mom and Dad when they left for Boston.

And gliding slowly down, but not quite touching bottom.

Starting back up. That was how it should have been at the

river, just an endless journey between the Arkansas and the

sun. No discovery, only ceaseless quest, the fall of an

angel into a bottomless pit of brightness.

The wheel stumbled, and jerked to a stop. The doll

jumped from Margie's lap, tumbling cleanly down in its own

search for life, twisting with a strange, rag-doll grace

until the inevitable thud, the sickly bounce back to inani-

mation. Harsh realities, etc.

On the ground, chaos had gone nova. The tangled river

of people, points of light dancing on the Arkansas, and the

derrick stabbing, up into the night. The smokestack of the

cracking plant and the sun-god, the gold-toothed idol, waving

and smiling. In silence. All in silence, the fire the crowd

the river.

Margie tried to find the doll, but it had been trampled

and kicked into oblivion. Margie seemed sad. She was always

sad about little things, about lost dolls and marshmallows

that burned from being too close to the fire.

"Oh, no. They're ruined."

"Don't worry about it. We've got a whole bag."

"Yes, but it seems so sad. They only had one chance to

really be something, and now they're ruined."
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"You talk like they were alive."

No life in marshmallows, no life in the crowd milling

like sheep, stupid pointless lights in their eyes, but con-

centrating in one direction, moving with a mindless flow

towards the derrick. There seemed to be some sort of excite-

ment there, so we made up our minds to follow along.

And there he was, about forty feet below the feet of

the statue. Uncle Ralph. We pushed our way through the

crowd.

"What's he doing up there, Paul?"

Margie, always with the questions.

"How should I know?"

"Well, tell him to come down."

"Do you really think he would listen?"

Of course not. No more than the river, trembling in its

own secret design, or the sun, continually falling only to

rise again.

Two policemen were trying to make themselves heard over

the crowd. One of them pulled his gun. I walked up so I

could hear him.

"Mister! You better come down! Or I'll shoot!"

I was beside him.

"You'd actually shoot him to keep him from killing him-

self?"
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We stood there in our sheepish absurdity until the cop

holstered his gun. The triumph of reason, etc.

Headlights cut across the smokestack and whittled it

into a derrick. Reinforcements in blue.

And headlights crawled over the top of the bonfire as

another car pulled.up. Paul and Monica came over.

"Gordy's having some people over at his apartment. You

two want to go?"

Margie and I were on our first date, but she squeezed

my arm and smiled at me. The look of love. Etc.

"Sure. Why not?"

Said tongue-in-cheek, just like at the river.

"Lucius, whatever are you doing?"

"Thinking."

"About what?"

"About all the kids who have drowned in this river. And

whether I'd be one of them."

"So what are you going to do, jump?"

"Sure. Why not?"

"Lucius "

And Margie grabbed me from behind. The crowd gave a col-

lective gasp. Uncle Ralph, however, regained his footing and

labored on. And there was a fire in Paul's eyes, a yearning

to be up there, too, a light that danced in his comettail-

yellow hair. His breathing was hard and audible, like Margie's
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as she pressed deeper into my back. Paul licked his lips

continually. The fire licked at the marshmallows.

I glanced back at the crowd. Eyes, shining in darkness,

pariahs outside the campfire's light. Margie's eyes, Paul's,

Monica's, everyone's at the bonfire, everyone's but mine. No

light in these eyes, no. Inside, only night.

Margie's heart beat against me. And drums used to beat

along the Arkansas, the braves telling of their deeds of

heroism. But somehow, the deeds were never enough. We can-

not resurrect the sun.

I blew the fire out on the marshmallows. Margie was

off watching Monica go to the bathroom. Paul coughed.

"H1mm?"

"Well, how do you like Margie?"

"Paul . . . Oh, the hell with it."

"Just trying to help. It's about time you came out of

your shell and rejoined the living."

Rejoin the living. Simply take the step off the edge.

Assuage the loneliness of the river. But it was a cold

tongue licking a lukewarm desire.

My shoulder was becoming wet. Margie was crying.

"Quit that."

I watched Uncle Ralph inch his way up, watched him

climb towards whatever it was he was seeking, watched him

ascend. And I inwardly cheered when his hand touched the

statue's foot, I struggled with him as he tried to pull his
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head up to it for some reason known only to himself, and I

felt his defeat when he sank back.

Poor little warrior.

A searchlight on a squad car stabbed the night. The

smokestack was a silhouette as Margie and I turned away from

the cold, lonely river. The night lights of Tulsa stabbed

our eyes. And I wanted to run back, to cut the cord under

cover of darkness, but I knew I couldn't. Sad, to know your

own limitations.

Uncle Ralph hesitated, perched not like the eagle, but

more like the cornered mountain goat, trying to decide. To

land or to crash. And then the slowlong climb back down,

down to the dancing eyes of light, the feast of scavengers.

And the Golden Driller, in the silent fury of benevo-

lence. I felt that if the statue were to let go of the der-

rick, it would simply float away. For the first time I saw

that the stars were out, little points of light in the

dancing night.

The police handcuffed Uncle Ralph when he got down.

Paul had told them he was drunk. I guess he didn't want

them to think Uncle Ralph was crazy. Aunt Jo had thought

so. That was why she had left him.

Margie wanted me to take her home. I looked back at

the river one last time and started the car.

Margie wanted me to take her to the party at Gordy's.

I looked at the bonfire one last time and started the car.
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Margie wanted me to take her home. I wanted to talk to

Uncle Ralph. I don't know what Paul wanted to do.

"Lucius, take me home."

"Shut up."

"Take me home!"

"Look, Paul, why don't you take her home. I'll go with

your father and post bail. We'll catch a cab."

Paul seemed relieved to have an opportunity to leave.

He and Margie headed for the car. The police were asking

Uncle Ralph what the hell he'd been trying to do.

"Officer, I was only trying to do what every red-blooded

citizen of this state should do."

"Yeah? What's that?"

Uncle Ralph just smiled.

The cops made a few radio calls and shooed the crowd

away from the squad car. It took them fifteen minutes to

clear a path for the car. They should have blasted the

stupid ducks and won a kewpie doll. But they already had

their prize, the smiling little man in the back seat.

And the Golden Driller smiled down on us all.

I sat in the front seat with the driver. Another cop

rode in the back with Uncle Ralph. They told me not to talk

to him. Anything he said, etc. There was a screen between

Uncle Ralph and me. He was smiling. I smiled back. And I

waved to the statue as we drove off.
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We were about a quarter of a mile down the highway when

we saw the fire up ahead. There were six or seven cars

stopped ahead of us, and a couple of cars were in the ditch.

Apparently, the wreck had been a pretty bad one. One of the

cars had exploded and was burning. The policemen jumped out

and ran up to the wreck. I walked until I got close enough

to recognize the car.

What was left of Paul's clothing was still smoking. A

policeman looked up from bending over him and shook his head.

Silent.

I turned Paul over on his back. Paul with the marsh-

mallow eyes.

"Ooh! They're hot. And squishy."

"That means they're done just right."

And I wanted to ask him if it had hurt very much. His

eyes told me, yes, very much, thank you.

A flare sputtered a few feet away. The crowd retreated

to the edge of the light, doing their shuffling scavenger

dance, drawing back into the anonymity of night. The embar-

rassed whispers, the solemn looks to show they weren't en-

joying themselves.

"Welcome to the Tulsa State Fair. Your ticket, please."

"Which exhibit would you like to see first?"

"Let's go to the freak show."

"Oh, for God's sake."
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A Marine was wandering around holding his hands out in

front of him. They were badly burned.

He kept mumbling. "I tried to get him out. I did, I

tried."

I patted him on the shoulder.

"It's all right."

"I tried."

"I know. I know."

"I just got there too late."

"You did the best you could."

The car flared up. The bonfire streamed sparks into

the sky. Fireworks streaked into the sky and crowned the

Golden Driller.

The crown began to move slowly, relentlessly, circling

the scene at the edge of the light, gorging their eyes on

the scattered bodies. Whirlpools in the river. Pinwheels

in the sky. Dancing around the bonfire.

Two bodies I didn't know. Man and woman. And a ring

of neuters around us, pulsing in a river of blood, each drop

shining, trembling in the ecstasy of death.

"You're trembling."

"Just a little chilly."

"Let's go back to the car."

"Okay."

"Lucius ?"

"Hmm ?"
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"You wouldn't really have jumped, would you?"

Fireworks in the river. Bonfire in the sky. Which is

the brighter light? And which the darker night?

"No, of course not."

Large slate slab in the ditch. Like the markers I

bought for Mom and Dad. More rock in the caskets than at

the head of the grave. Rest in peace, etc.

A river of stars above us.

"I wanted to jump."

"Why?"

"I don't know. Just an urge. And I thought that maybe,

just maybe,. I would never hit bottom."

Uncle Ralph stepped down from the derrick. His knees

almost buckled under him.

"Lucius, take me home."

"Sure."

Why not?

And the crowd circling, trying to drag us down and drown

us. Bonfires in their eyes. Fireworks at the side of the

road. The fallen sun crackled.

Margie had been thrown clear. She wasn't burned; she

seemed to be merely sleeping. A cop was standing beside her.

"Must've landed on her head. Still alive, though."

A trickle of blood from one ear. Lonely.

"That's good."
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An ambulance whined up the shoulder of the road. Paul,

Margie, and the Marine were loaded aboard. Sheets for the

man and woman. The crowd sighed apart to let them through.

The police told everyone to clear the area.

"Lucius, take me to the party. Please."

I walked back down the line of cars, mingling with the

crowd. I didn't know any of them, but tried to be friendly.

"Hello. Wonderful party, isn't it?"

Distrustful looks of primitives.

"Glad you all could come."

I looked at the lights of the city, the people, the

flares. Cold. Uncle Ralph was trying to see what was going

on. I smiled. I walked off the road a bit and looked up.

Stars. A few clouds. I really did want to jump. Down the

road, a bonfire. Night lights of Tulsa. Drum beat of cars

starting up. And in the distance, a statue blazed golden

in the night. But it looked cold. And silent. And lonely.



DOG DAYS

As I eased in th~e door Mrs. White was mumbling something.

I couldn't tell what so I kind of coughed and she looked up.

"Lucius?"

"Yeah. How are you, Mrs. White?"

I knew right then I shouldn't have come, should have

stayed away, stayed staid aloof detached and all that.

"I didn't recognize you with the beard."

But she did, she saw my face, said my name even if it

was a question, it still is you know, nobody knows for sure,

no body has its name on it.

"I--uh--grew it for a play." And I sat down in Stanis-

lavskian sobriety. The bottle in my coat clinked on the

chair. Did she hear? Did she care?

"It--I--it becomes you. Makes you look--older."

Wrong. Makes me look younger. When I see Margie last--

how many years from today? She will say I finally look my

age. Wrong.

Smile. And the world smiles with you except for May

White. Frown. Like Margie the first time at the party.

"You drink too much."

True.

"No, not enough."

14
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True again, but she just couldn't see how both facts

could exist at the same time.

"No. I'm only twenty. Year older from last time."

But really so much younger, she wouldn't understand,

I'm not sure I understand, myself.

"Well, I'm still glad you came."

I'm not. Not here really not glad I'm here not glad of

anything anymore.

"Did I interrupt anything when I came in?"

Stupid question. How could I help but interrupt? What

mother wouldn't always like to be alone with her dying

daughter?

"No. I was praying. It--comforts me."

Yes, I suppose it does. I suppose she even enjoys it.

"Enjoying the party?"

"I suppose."

"What's wrong?"

"I don't know, just something."

"What?" And trying to cheer her up. "You can trust in

me, baby. I wouldn't let you down." At least not yet.

"I don't know. I just feel like something's going to

happen. Too many drunks here, I guess. I just feel uneasy

around them."

What did you want me to do, Margie, apologize for your

life?
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"Oh." Praying.

"Would you like to join me?"

"I--beg your pardon?"

"Would you like to pray with me?"

Oh Jesus no I would not like to pray.

"I'm not really much for--that kind of thing."

That kind of thing. What kind of thing am I for?

"Oh. I find it helps."

"Yes."

I suppose you have to find something helpful, something

to sustain you. I have, I have found my crutch. Right here

in my pocket.

"I was never very good at praying, Mrs. White. I just

--never--was."

And the words die, like you, Margie, and the only things

that survive are the understanding look on your mother's face

and my discomfort.

"Try it, won't you? For Margie."

"How do you know you don't like it till you try it?"

"Oh, all right." And she took a sip. "I was right. I

don't like it."

"I feel like I've corrupted you, given you your first

taste of liquor."

"That's not corruption."

"It isn't?"
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"No, Vice itself is not corrupting. Only the longing

for vice."

And when we were nineteen that sounded pretty deep,

Margie. I was surprised at you, I really was. But now I

just don't know.

I don't know what to do. Should I get down on my knees

beside this woman? And should I pray for you, Margie, or to

you? And the nurse, starched white robot of mercy bustling

in.

"I'm sorry, but you'll have to leave for a few moments."

Time for her suction. Is this the first time I ever

really looked at you, Margie, with the catheter, the lines

of glucose in your arm, the tube with the yogurt in your

mouth, and the worst one of all, the plastic fitting in your

throat so they can pump your lungs out. But drowning is not

a bad way to die.

"This is smothering me, all this smoke. I've got to

get out for a while."

"Okay, let's go out on the balcony."

And standing in the air only a shelf and a few props to

keep us up, keep us off of the cold hard earth. But what is

it that will keep us out of the earth?

"This is better. It's a nice night, isn't it?"

"Yeah."

And the stars, the big dipper pointing the way. To the

one fixed star.
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"Kind of windy tonight."

"Yeah."

And the clouds, running before destruction, running

through a variety of shapes and sizes, running wild, un-

knowing, uncaring how what or even why. But I do, I care,

I want to know who.

"Is anything wrong?"

"No. "

And turn away, start the sensitive act.

"Yes, there is. Do you want to talk about it?"

"No."

Because I couldn't think of an opening line, didn't

really want to think of one, just too tired of the endless

chase, tired of trying to prove--to prove what? Somewhere in

the wind it slipped away. What do I have to protect? And

the wind stars clouds. Drifting away.

Smoke from my cigarette drifting down the corridor, and

the nurse coming out smiling and trying to hide the bottle

but I see. What she took from Margie, sitting malevolent,

yellow-grey in the bottle. And I see the reason why, why

St. John's, why all hospitals and doctors and nurses. The

public exhibition of our private agony. The nurse leaves

and Mrs. White and I stand in silence, both of us afraid to

leave, afraid to stay, afraid.
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And Monica coming down the corridor towards us. Mrs.

White says hello Monica says hello Mrs. White looks at her

watch, says something about it being five-thirty.

"We were just going in to pray but I've got to run I've

got a roast in the oven."

And Jesus that's disgusting how can sh~e leave like this?

Mrs. White goes chasing my smoke down the hall as Monica and

I go through the door.

"I wasn't really going to pray."

"Why not?"

"I--just wasn't. I don't know."

"It might make you feel better."

"No, but you go ahead if you want to."

"Well, I can't really pray with someone watching me."

I can't really pray, period. I am incapable of acts of

nobility. What I mean is we came through the door but this

is no temple there is nothing sacred here. Only an unwanted,

forgotten sacrifice. Why did I come back inside?

We went back inside.

"Oh, what a cute puppy! Whose is it?"

"It's Gordy's."

"It's cute."

"Um hmm. "

And I looked at her with that little ball of fur in her

arms and I knew I would settle for her if I had to. She was
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smiling as she played with the dog it had been a long time

since a girl had smiled at me.

"It's precious. Don't you just love it?"

No, right now I do not love that dog. And I do not love

you Margie and even though you are not near the prettiest

girl here, even though you are not pretty I will take you

if I have to because I am tired of being alone.

"Would you like to be alone with her for a while? I

know how you must feel."

But no, Monica, you don't know how I feel, I don't

really feel much of anything, there is nothing to feel any-

more.

"Yeah, okay, for a little while."

And Monica crept out like the brownhaired mouse of

memory and I took a good stiff pull at the bottle trying to

find my courage I never found it in you Margie maybe in the

bourbon which reminds me, you want a drink but no that's

right but you sure look like you could use one so quiet with-

drawn kind of shriveled up actually but I guess a year in

bed'll do that. God damn. Why were you in such a hurry to

leave? If you hadn't made Paul take you home you wouldn't

be here now. And Paul would be alive now. He wouldn't have

smoked and sputtered out his life on the highway while you

slept a few feet away. I wonder how it feels, Margie, always

sleeping, never waking, always silent and lonely. Do you
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know when you have visitors? Monica comes at least once a

week, your mother once a day. It's been close to a year

since I was here. I've been in Scotland. Wanna hear about

it?

"I've been doing research. Oh, by the way, I'm studying

marine biology at Oral Roberts University. So, that's why I

was in Scotland. For a whole week. Trying to find out

whether or not the Loch Ness monster really existed. But I

never saw it. Of course not. That would mean something was

going right. And that would be a slip-up."

"I guess it's about his bedtime."

Gordy took the puppy, started downstairs but he slipped

on the top step, the dog flew forward, the short downward arc

of his life ended on the floor below. I ran down to Gordy.

"You okay?"

"Yeah."

Gordy got up the puppy was twitching and squeaking like

a broken doll.

"Is he hurt bad?"

"I dunno." Gordy bent over the dog and felt around.

"I think his back's broken."

"Oh."

Gordy started fidgeting around and I could tell he

wanted me to do something but it was his to do it was up to

him to say it.
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"Well, I guess we should put him out of his misery."

"Yeah, I guess so."

He got some kind of board and put it on the dog's neck

and pushed. And the puppy coughing trying to beg for its

life trying to stand to show it was all right trying to

squeak and I kicked the board away took the body in one hand

the head in the other and twisted, the little cracking pop

of the neck signaling the end of life of squeaking of motion.

The one fixed star in this our universe. I dropped the

silent body limp on the floor and there it is, the ritual of

cruel mercy is finished, the entertainment is over. But all

the faces at the top of the stairs. Looking at me. I

ascended into the uncomprehending stares emotionless and your

face bobbing up at the back filled with sympathy. And I

could understand their condemnation but I couldn't fathom

your compassion. I needed a drink.

"Excuse me a minute dear I need a drink."

And it burns so good not at all like the other fires

inside me it's such a relief to be dead for a little while

the only problem is it can't last forever, sooner or later

you have to wake up you have to turn your back and walk

away and that's what it is Margie, I can see it now why your

mother can turn her back on you to. go tend to a meal for the

remnants of her family. And I know how much it costs her,

how much it hurts each and every time. And how much more it
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hurts her to stay. I need another drink. What is it they

give to people who have fainted, brandy? Bourbon will have

to do. Just move the tubes a little. Now wake up. But

it's no good, it just slid off your face onto the pillow

maybe if I helped you open your mouth.? That doesn't help,

it just lies there on the back of your throat. Can't you

even swallow? Can't you even do that? God it must be awful

not even to be able to swallow. What is it like Margie is

it cold dark is it like a sleep do you feel anything do you

dream is that it are you in a dream? Or is where I am the

nightmare? When do I wake up Margie when do I find the

words to apologize for your life? And what am I supposed to

do?

"What was I supposed to do?"

You seemed almost too eager to answer.

"It's all right. I understand."

"But what about them? They looked at me like I was

some kind of monster."

"No, they were just upset."

"Yeah. Like I wasn't or something. But then, monsters

don't get upset."

"You're not a monster. But believe me, I know how you

feel."

And what were you trying to do, Margie, apologize for

the way I was or the way you were or--just apologizing?
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"But it doesn't tell me the answer, Margie."

"What answer?"

"When I die, will I be just another puppy at the bottom

of the stairs?"

"No, of course not."

"But I will. That's how all monsters end up."

"But you're not a monster. There's no such things as

monsters."

And you kissed me.

But you were wrong, Margie, there are monsters, I have

heard them in the night. Twitching and squeaking in darkness.

Talking on balconies, rustling in beds, drifting down cor-

ridors like smoke. Monsters. Everywhere.

And I suppose it's time to leave now, Margie, I don't

guess there's anything more to be said, or to be done. Al-

though--I would like to tell you a couple of more things

before I finally stagger off back to wherever it is I'm

going. Have you ever looked out these windows? You can see

the stars. And the clouds, drifting in their monster shapes

to wherever it is they're going. The night is quiet, Margie,

quiet and cool. And lonely, like you.

But what I really wanted to tell you, Margie, is that

I can't follow your coffin anymore, I can't wait at the bier

any longer. No. And I've discovered that there was never
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anything to apologize for, and no one to apologize to. Be-

cause life is a lot like death, Margie, cold and silent and

lonely.

And another thing: Monica doesn't know it yet, but I'm

going to have her. Yes, I am. She's going with Gordy right

now, but I'll get her in the end. We're partners in grief,

she and I. I've known it since she got back from Europe,

since she found out Paul was dead. So, we'll comfort each

other. Cry on each other's shoulders, see each other through

the difficult times. Isn't that how it starts, Margie? With

sympathy?

Yes, Margie, there are monsters. I didn't see one in

Scotland, but I heard it. One moonless night I heard it

roar. It was a strange roar. Really not a roar, but kind

of a wail, a keening cry, lost and mothersad. Yes, there

are monsters. There's one in my pocket. I'm one. Monica

and Gordy are monsters, too. There's one in Scotland, and

there's one in your bed. Cold, silent, lonely. So I've got

nothing to say to you, Margie, just as I had nothing to say

in Scotland. After all, what do you say to the last dino-

saur? So I shall leave you now, Margie, leave you as I

found you. Cold. Silent. Lonely.



THE NARWHAL IN THE ARKANSAS

The day they died was a fairly normal day, at least as

normal as a day can be in Tulsa when it's a hundred and ten

in the shade and raining steel, not to mention the fact that

when they died two policemen were holding me as a suspect

for committing the crime of shooting whales in the inland

waters of the state of Oklahoma.

I was a marine biology junior at Oral Roberts University

at the time, though I have since changed my major to psychol-

ogy. These things happen. Also at the time, I had just

started going with a very beautiful girl named Monica. I

had been trying desperately to get her to go to bed with me,

but with no success. Monica had no intention of being used

and then thrown away. She wanted security, permanency. Mar-

riage was her final goal, but it was of no immediate concern.

Living together was a stable enough condition for her, but

there was only one problem. That problem was named Uncle

Ralph.

I lived with Uncle Ralph. He had taken me in after my

parents were killed in a plane crash. He had a son, but he

died in a car wreck a couple of years after I came. Uncle

Ralph's wife had divorced him several years before that, and

I think that was what made him hostile to the idea of Monica

moving in. He hated women. He was touched in the head.

26
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I suppose I could have had Uncle Ralph committed, be-

cause he did things that were not the actions of a rational

man. He talked to plants. One day he found a snake in the

yard and killed it with a hoe. Then he went berserk and ran

all through our yard and the neighbors', massacring every

stick and garden hose he could find. I paid the neighbors

off. And, of late, he had become obsessed by law. He read

every book on state law he could get his hands on. Yes, I

suppose I could have had him committed, but it would have

seemed like an act of ingratitude after all he'd done for

me. So, I looked for another solution.

The idea of getting a place of my own had occurred to

me. After all, I had a sizeable amount of money from my

parents' insurance and the sale of their house. But to rent

an apartment, not to mention buying a house, seemed an awful

lot of trouble just to get Monica in bed. Besides, how long

would my money last at that rate? No, there had to be a

better way. All I had to do was sit tight and be patient.

Sitting tight and being patient, however, was not all

that easy with Monica around. She always enjoyed teasing

me, rubbing up against me and the like, but she would always

break it off at a certain point. And there are only so many

things you can do with a pair of breasts.

The situation was fast becoming intolerable, so I de-

cided to take drastic action. I decided to pay a visit to

Seer-in-Darkness. Seer-in-Darkness was an Indian shaman who
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had been living in a shack down on the Arkansas River ever

since his reservation had closed down to make way for an

oil field. Monica and I had met him during one of our walks

along the river, and we had sort of befriended him. And I

guess he liked us. I would occasionally take him whiskey

from Uncle Ralph's closet. Seer-in-Darkness said the whiskey

helped him have visions.

Anyway, I had decided in my distress to see what kind

of love potion Seer-in-Darkness could come up with for me.

I took two bottles. Nothing is cheap.

"How are you, Seer-in-Darkness?"

"All right, for an old man. Two bottles?"

"I have a favor to ask, great shaman. It may require

some powerful medicine. Maybe even a vision."

This may seem a bit absurd, but after being around

Indians for over twenty years, I had come to respect and at

least halfway believe in their shamans. They could make

some pretty strange things happen, and their powers of proph-

ecy were uncanny, if only in a symbolic way.

"What is it you wish?"

"A love potion."

"For you and the woman who is not here?"

"Yes, sir."

"Why do you need this potion? Can you not win her heart

on your own?"
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"It wasn't her heart I had in mind, but let's just say

I want to speed things up a little."

"The impatience of youth. It is both a curse and a

blessing."

"Can you do it?"

"It will require a vision."

He opened a bottle and took a long pull at it, then

handed it to me.

"Drink. I may need your energies, also."

I drank some and handed it back. We passed it back and

forth a couple of times in silence. Then Seer-in-Darkness

perked up, as if he were aware of something I wasn't.

"The bottle, quickly."

I gave him the bottle.

"I hear you, spirits. Wait, I am coming."

He turned the bottle up and did not put it down until

it was empty. He fell back in a trance.

"I see!" He gasped. "I see. I understand."

"What? What do you see?"

"The Magic Fish! The Magic Fish!"

"The Magic Fish?"

"Yes! Greater than all other fishes that swim in the

rivers.! It is coming, as it was promised. It is coming to

nourish the land."

"And?"
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"It carries great magic. More than the White Buffalo.

It carries all the magic a man could want."

And then he passed out.

While I waited for Seer-in-Darkness to come to, I tried

to figure out what the hell he had been talking about. I

had heard about the White Buffalo. It was supposed to appear

to braves who would become great war chiefs. But the Magic

Fish? Obviously, it had something to do with some sort of

fertility rite, what with nourishing the land and all. But

I wasn't interested in growing corn.

Finally, Seer-in-Darkness, shaky but seemingly sober,

came around.

"Did I have a vision?"

"Yes, great shaman. A vision of the Magic Fish."

"The Magic Fish?"

"Yes. But how does that help me?"

"Have you not heard of the Magic Fish?"

"No, never."

"Then let me tell you. When we were sent to this land,

we found it barren. The gods promised to send a Magic Fish

to make the land fertile, so the people would not die out."

"How does that fit in with me and Monica?"

"Whoever masters the Magic Fish takes on its power. He

will be granted his most secret desires. He will be pro-

tected until the Day."
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"The Day?"

"The Day when he is offered the greatest power, the

mastery of all things."

"I'll settle for mastering Monica. When does the Magic

Fish come?"

"Tomorrow, when the sun is at its highest."

"How do I master the Fish?"

"I do not know. I do not think it can be done."

"Oh, great. Can't you just give me a potion?"

"No other magic works in the land where the Fish comes."

"Marvelous. Thanks for nothing."

I got up and walked out. Two bottles of whiskey for a

lot of nonsense about a fish. But still. . .

I went to see Monica. Her parents were gone. She didn't

look happy.

"What's wrong?"

"Oh, I don't know. I'm just tired of living at home.

My folks and I are always fighting. My mother keeps asking

me if I'm going to bed with you."

She began to cry. We sat down on the couch and I put

my arm around her.

"There, now. There, now."

"It's just not fair. I'd like to, Lucius, I really

would. But I just want something to hold on to."

"There, now," I said, as I fumbled at her blouse. "There,

now."
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Her parents' car pulled up in the driveway.

"Here, now," I said, as I rebuttoned her blouse. "Here,

now."

Monica's parents are always a bad scene, but this was a

real winner. Her mother was sure sh.e knew why Monica was

crying, and her father practically threw me out of the house.

I went home full of righteous anger.

I didn't sleep at all well that night. I kept half-

dreaming of Monica riding a giant fish up the river, and me

swimming frantically after them, trying to catch the fish

and pull Monica off. Several times I woke up shivering.

Finally, I decided to play a little game. Suppose I took

Seer-in-Darkness at his word. In a symbolic way, of course.

Suppose tomorrow at noon something important was going to

happen to me at the river. Maybe it would have something to

do with a large fish, maybe not. Suppose it did. I'd seen

some pretty big catfish taken out of that river, and I knew

I didn't have a rod and reel that could handle them. What,

then? A net? I didn't have a net. How could I overcome

something that big? And then it hit me. A gun. Uncle

Ralph had a .30 caliber carbine from World War Two. That

would stop anything I was liable to come across. I was a

fairly good shot, too.

But if it wasn't a fish. A boat, maybe. Maybe Monica

would be in it. How would a gun help, then? What if the
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boat capsized. Or she fell overboard? Maybe I could save

her. I'd not only get some gratitude from her, but her

parents would get off my back as well. But a gun? Well,

there were snakes and gar in the river. Besides, what harm

could it do? I decided I would go down to the river the

next day.

I got up around dawn. I didn't put too much stock in

Seer-in-Darkness' timetable, so I wanted to get to the river

as soon as possible. Uncle Ralph was already gone, but that

didn't worry me. He often went out before dawn and was gone

all day. No one knew where he went.

I fixed a couple of sandwiches and a canteen of water.

The carbine carried a fifteen-shot clip. That would be

plenty. I headed out towards the river.

Finding the right place was difficult. It couldn't be

in the city limits, but I wasn't too familiar with the coun-

try outside the city. Finally, however, I found the perfect

spot: a high bank at a bend in the river. Anything coming

upstream would be heading straight for me, and anything

coming downriver from the city had to pass below me. I lay

down and waited. I was in no hurry. It was only eight-thirty.

Around eleven o'clock I began having second thoughts.

Why was I down here making an ass of myself? What kind of

idiot was I, believing some drunken old rattle-shaker? Was

Monica really worth all this? What if someone saw me here?

What would I tell them I was doing, fishing with a rifle?
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I began to doubt my own sanity. This was preposterous,

waiting for a supernatural fish. Only a lunatic would even

consider it. Uncle Ralph must have rubbed off on me.

And then it came. A whale, swimming up the Arkansas

River towardsTulsa. It was a narwhal, a small Arctic species

with a horn like a unicorn's sticking out from its head. What

the hell was it doing here? But it was here, charging up the

river at me. I sighted down its head and fired. The whale

sounded.

I knew it couldn't stay down for more than a few seconds,

not in that crowded river. It surfaced a little closer and I

got two more shots in before it went down again.

"What are you doing!?"

It was Uncle Ralph. So this was where he came. Just

then the whale broke water and I put another bullet in it.

"Stop! You can't do that! It's against the law!"

"Shut up! Go away!"

"I'll get the police! You'll see! You can't do that!"

And Uncle Ralph went running off.

The whale, however, did not surface again. I didn't

really think I had killed it, but where was it? The water

would be too muddy for it to see; it would have to come up.

Was it stuck in an underwater snag? A couple of minutes

passed. Then five. Then ten. Then ten more. If it didn't

come up soon, it would drown. That would be good enough. In

the distance I heard a siren.
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The state police car pulled up a couple of minutes later.

Then all hell broke loose in the water. Branches and tangles

flew into the air, and the whale came charging up. I fired

three times straight into its head. It went into its death

throes. But the police would be in a position to see it be-

fore it sank.

And then it happened: th.e loudest explosion I'd ever

heard. Everyone looked up., A huge fireball went arcing

overhead and across the city. The whine grew lower until it

crashed in the distance. A policeman ran up to me.

"What the hell was that?"

"How should I know, officer?"

I looked down at the river. The whale was nowhere in

sight, and I knew it would bump and bend its way downriver

for hours before it bloated and surfaced again.

"What are you doing here, kid?"

"Just a little target shooting."

He pointed at Uncle Ralph.

"Is this man your uncle?"

"Yes, sir."

He says you've broken the law."

"Really?"

"Yes. He says--"

Uncle Ralph interrupted.

"He shot a whale. He shot a whale in the inland waters

of the state, and that's against the law."
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"Uncle Ralph, you've got to be kidding."

"He's not kidding, son. He's got a lawbook in his car.

He showed us. Said he saw you with his own eyes."

"And you believed him?"

"We gotta check these things out."

"But he did it, officers! I swear it! It was a white

whale, with a big horn sticking out of its head."

"A white whale with a horn? Come on, Uncle Ralph."

"But it's true! I saw it!"

"Officer, I'm afraid my uncle's not well. He needs pro-

fessional help. I'm a student of marine biology, officer,

but I don't think you need me to tell you that there is ab-

solutely no way a whale, which lives in salt water, could

travel up fresh-water rivers to Tulsa. It just couldn't do

it."

"Then why is that law on the books, officer? Tell me

that!"

Uncle Ralph was almost hysterical. The policemen eyed

him rather warily.

"I really don't know, mister, but I'm damned if I'm

going to turn in a report holding anyone for shooting whales

in the Arkansas River."

"Uncle Ralph, what am I going to do with you? Do you

really think I shot a whale?"

Uncle Ralph looked ready to cry.

"But I saw you."
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"Like the snakes, Uncle Ralph? Like when you saw the

snakes all over and chopped up every hose on the block?"

One of the policemen took Uncle Ralph's arm.

"Listen, sir, why don't we go into town? We can have a

doctor look you over to see if you're all right."

"Lucius? There--really wasn't a whale?"

"Uncle Ralph . .. "

I turned away.

"Don't tell Paul, Lucius. It would break his heart."

"Who's Paul? A relative of his?"

"Paul's his son, sir. He's dead."

The policeman shook his head. They put Uncle Ralph in

their car and drove off. I didn't know much about Oklahoma

law, but I knew I wouldn't even have to appear at the sanity

hearing.

On the way back to town I heard about the fireball on

the radio. It was a B-47 bomber on a shuttle flight, only a

pilot and copilot aboard. An engine pod had exploded. Both

men stayed in the plane to guide it away from populated areas.

It had crashed in a field just outside of town. Both men

were killed. A shower of steel fragments fell on part of the

city. No one else was hurt, but everybody got their exercise

for the day.

When I got back home, the phone was ringing. It was

Monica.
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"Lucius, I did it!"

"Did what?"

"I moved out! Got my own apartment! I've been saving

for weeks, and I'll get a job, and--"

"Monica," I said. "Don't unpack anything."



MAYFLIES

".t.0.0A New Jesus for the New World." That's what the

sign said with th.e picture of the evangelist looking so whole-

some except it was torn about in half so you didn't know

whether he was the new Jesus or not. I hope not because the

right side of his head was gone. We sat down below it, Mon-

ica blowing smoke out smiling nostrils as the bus crept dying

down the street and the heat bumping and grinding up past the

window like some obscene serpent. I put a hand to an armpit

stewing in my own juices.

"What class do you have today?" and I said "psychology"

and Monica said "I've got history" but we can only be para-

psychologists for you can only hang on so long and then you

must bail out. "History has taught us that" and she said

"What?" "Nothing" and we turned down University. Her hand

crept over said "hello, remember me?" but it's so hot sticky

flesh is such a drag so "god, it's hot" but she says "spring-

time in Paris." And I looked but did not see the tower.

And then it loomed silent up over us looming with a

silence only known to cold stone brick and mortar. If we

could only hear the screams. Groaning the bus groaned to a

stop and out of the groaning seat and as we stepped down into

another world the bells chimed the death of another flake of

time and Dr. Hawkins once looked up from a scattered pig and

39
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said "do you have any idea how many mayflies were born and

died since this term began?" But I never wept for them.

"Got the blues" and she said "what" "let's get some

lunch" "I don't have any money" you never do, you never have

anything when it's needed but "I've got plenty let's get

some lunch" so started across against the light pulling her

behind me and you are so much like a toy duck you quack when

you walk and the wind from blaring cars riding her skirt up

and "slow down. Can't we wait for the light" and clutching

at the ragged ends of modesty to disappoint drivers who leer

with their horns but life's for the risking you can only

respect death face to face so off the median ignoring the

oogas of enraged automation tripping merrily down that fear-

ful road but safe at last on the banks of the asphalt Amazon

where the wind-up piranhas rush madly and sadly to their

separate destinies and look back to where we stood a hundred

years ago. And the tower on the other side of the macadam-

ized rainbow wrapped and looming in bitter-lipped silence.

And if we could only hear the screams of those tortured

stones.

She with sweat along her upper lip but whether from fear

or the weather I do not know whether I care or not it's hot

so into restaurant with paper penguin on the door and she

gulping water like a suckling calf I chew on a beer and

listen to the flies. And dumpy waitress going back with
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scribbled pad and fantasizing what we do at nights but can

I help it if I'm an insomniac I read a lot of the time. She

smokes talks of yesterday's test but all my trials must be

in my tomorrows I do not want to be judged today so tell her

to hell with all her tests she was supposed to have a Pap

today and she quiet and looking hurt and goes to bathroom to

wipe off her melting face so another beer and listen to the

flies. Through the window the tower broods in silent elo-

quence never asking for respect and awe always demanding it

in a voice we never hear. And yet we still obey. People on

the street looking all ice cream and she comes back looking

all firm and resolved to create a more perfect union so "I'm

sorry" and I was. Sorry that I said I was sorry. "That's

all right" and looking so damn forgiving and all of course

and tonight you'll look like a kicked puppy.

Salads descend from the dumpy w and we dig around in

loneliness, each with our different dressing. When I am

through I shall drink oil and vinegar from the bottom of

the bowl. And she dripping Green Goddess looks up and gives

me a leafy grin. Have I always hated you like this?

Playing with my fish for that's where the sport is she

had to have sirloin naturally why are the poor always hungry

you would eat shit if I told you to just like you eat my

scraps the scraps of my life after you are through shredding

it.
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And no sound save the mastication of loneliness as we

sit secure in our own secrecy the secrecy of stone and brick

never yielding to the temptation to mouth a protest against

being heaped up like a pile of skulls on some architectural

Golgotha. She with that damn half-hidden smile as if she

knew she was really eating the lotus but my lotus won't

bloom for you anymore. You have whimpered it to death. But

I sit in the secret shroud of knowing that although I shall

never know you I have my revenge in that you will never know

me.

"No I don't want my tartar sauce you know it tears my

stomach up take it damn it" and I look at the glob of tartar

sauce right smack on the tender loins of my trout and "why

did you do that" "I was trying to tell you something" "what"

"That I'm sick of the way you treat me. You're pushing me

always pushing me" "but I pulled you across the street"

"That's not what I mean and you know it" "and I've always

had to carry you in bed" "For a psych major you sure don't

understand inhibitions" "you are an inhibition" "That's what

I mean I mean you're always criticizing" "I prefer to think

of it as being honest" "I don't want to talk about it any-

more" "but you need to get it off your chest there's not

room for it and that damn crucifix too" "Well then where

would you like me to begin" "Look let's talk about it later

okay" "Okay" but we won't and tonight she'll ask beg for
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forgiveness not demand it you always beg you never demand I

don't think you even have a soul. And dumpy w standing with

pucker-lipped slit-eyed condescension holding a scrap of

paper with the price of the performance.

Grim I pay the grim check and we walk out onto the grim

sidewalk. Into another world. "How about some ice cream"

"okay" so fight the rushing mob the buzzing flies swim up-

stream to a drugstore to placate a little girl inside and

orders please given and received her crucifix sparkling and

wriggling onto a stool rubbing naughty and her hurt eyes

pleading to be kind with her and sometimes I try I really do

but I cannot see your sorrow only watch my own grow and I

cradle the cherries one by one in my spoon before the final

Freudian gesture and she hot fudge licking my life is ice

cream. I am dying in this sun and she so hot-blooded making

death my death so enjoyable so hungered for I no longer see

fire in your eyes only feel it as you rub naughty against

my leg but she won't let it drop "Lucius, I love you so much

you never tell me maybe if you would it would make it easier"

but I didn't know you believed in lies I didn't know you

wanted them so "water!" to the counter man and she hurt

staring down grim into a grim sundae into Sunday and we

playing in the shower she wouldn't take it off even in the

shower and hanging down between her breasts like some almighty

joke but it's Thursday no time said "why don't you take it
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off" "does it bother you" "no" and "well then" silence rub-

bing naughty the water and "it reminds me that we're married

in the eyes of god." Jesus H. and she keeps on "someday

maybe you'll understand" but I don't think so I have never

understood "maybe someday I can open your heart to him" but

I doubt it for first you would have to open it to yourself.

When the water came I turned around and poured it over her

head. I had got the blues.

Washed her back then she mine at my bedroom door said

"what are you doing" playing "what" with myself "what" just

like you play with yourself after rubbing naughty when you

think I'm asleep but I hear you see you're a moaner and I

used to think it was my fault I heard it saw it felt it in

the shower rubbing naughty against me it doesn't matter who

sings it it's the same damn song.

"What the hell" and the jerk behind the counter staring

but "I thought it might cool you off" and she laughing the

hair out of her eyes "it does feel kind of good" and "I'm

glad" you always trap me into lies and the shining drops on

jesus but "won't it rust" "no 'I think it's stainless" "it

doesn't look like stainless" "well it's never hurt it yet"

I wonder why but "why do you wear it doesn't it remind you

that we are what is commonly called living in sin" "but you

have to flirt with the devil before you can love God" "what"

"I said" "I know what you said where did you hear that" "I

didn't I just made it up" "oh" "honest" "oh."
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Monica still laughing "it really does feel nice" so des-

perately trying to make it all right so "water" to an ogling

idiot she serious "don't do it again" but "not going to already

done my good deed for today" I took one drink poured the rest

over my head she laughed. I cannot see speak hear feel.

She draws the towel obscenely across her lizard skin

have you ever seen a naked crocodile have you ever seen your

mother and she rubbing naughty I cannot control the naughty

and Gordy enters she says "hello" and he his sickly smile

when they nail you up Gordy it must be by candlelight.

Eyes hidden his veiled proposition flashed out to her I

told him so many times "stay away from her I don't like the

way you use chicks" "so what is it you are doing to her"

"but it's not the same she says we're married in the eyes of

god" "not necessarily it depends on if you were the first"

but he lied I know it she dodging his visual thrusts the

Chinese say you cannot thread a moving needle. And I think

she knew his intent for sometimes sad her sad eyes would turn

to me sad for help reassurance but I cannot I cannot touch

the pool of deep water that is your sorrow only sit on the

shore and watch I cannot touch your pain only touch the rub-

bing naughty against me and he brushing his leg against hers.

No I cannot know your suffering only my own my own alone-

ness the fire when rubbing naughty the blues when I see my

own reflection. And I do not know Gordy's the hungerlust

that drives the flame to seek out the moth the hand that dips
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into the formalin pig the seconds that weigh so heavy on the

mayflies' wings. When we turned the rock aside I jumped out

of the way the black one scuttling tail poised she frozen

screamed as it struck and Gordy crushing with his heel

saying "it's a good thing you had boots on" "are they dan-

gerous" "the black ones can be" and I standing speechless

staring at Gordy in my place I cannot tell you why you would

not understand. But the scorpion knew. Gordy with his arm

around her sobbing but you mustn't touch it you'll only

muddy the waters he lied I know it I felt it break.

She smoky curling through her hair and smiling nervous

this girl young woman you are so young but in some ways you

are very old when your life is measured in minutes old age

rushes up so fast there is no time left for growing.

Almost time for class cones to go and we three walk out

into the confusion that is noon into another world and fat

and ugly woman in front of us wagging two kids behind her I

don't think I can take the heat my life is dripping through

my fingers and she dripping on the mat rubbing and my life

toppled off its conical base went splatter on the sidewalk

but I refuse to scream the tower looming in the hardsure

silence looming it knows why the scorpion the sharp-barbed

tail and the mayfly the sad rush for life it knows gives no

hint only the chiming of the bells. Gordy laughing clapping

his hands and brushing up against her fresh and wet from the

shower rubbing.
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Fat and ugly still stomping along the urchins squealing

I squealing she looking at me strange Gordy laughing and

then fat and ugly lurches forward and falls blood leaking

out beneath her breast. And the boy barely weaned.

And then the crack long rolling down upon us the boy

somersaults through the thunder over fat and ugly she screams

Gordy twisting around and down the sound coming I dive for

a car but Monica is in the way knock her down and other

screams other sounds Gordy stands up out of the blood then

doubles up sits down hard gurgles like a broken bottle Monica

screaming "what's wrong" and "shut up" crawling for the car

she following old man runs past dives into the pavement I

roll off the curb by the car pull paraplegic her down her

legs don't seem to work she crying and I hit her shut up get

down here and look but no blood on her only thunder and

screams above. In the real world.

Little girl sitting by fat and ugly crying Gordy gurgling

and I trying to get under car a fender drives down on me some-

one melts down the side melting. Little girl screams and

bounces on the pavement I cannot control trying to hold her

but she jumps up runs for the girl then folds the wrong way

at the waist Gordy tries to get up but he lied I: know it I

felt it break his head snaps back and he melts cherry on the

grim sidewalk.
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She moaning omigod omigod and sirens filling the street

lonely train whistle and squeal on the other side of the car

four legs bail out we must all bail out and then two legs

sit down heavy and she calling my name but I am frozen look-

ing into the blue black tunnel lying pointing at me cocked

and ready but no finger no hand no brain to start the chemical

reaction the burning flash of death. Sharp short pop of

pistol at least someone's shooting back we must all shoot

back. And she calling my name. And the sniper also. Call-

ing my name.

And the screaming rising above the sirens I said fools

right out loud fools he might hear you and she calling but I

cannot remember my name her crawling leg jerked up and back

down she sobbing omigod I said idiot lie still idiot but no

one heard and her calling.

It doesn't matter who sings it it's the same damn song.

Cop ran up to her his third eye opened above his right and

lay down weeping cherry on the sidewalk and grim the passing

seconds as the mayflies die. And the ice cream running into

the gutter and Gordy melting she calling but got the blues

cannot remember my name.

Sirens and pistols I cannot control among rushing blue

and I pick her up in my arms she sobbing but I cannot remember

the words her crucifix shining and her face splatters in mine

I drop her on the cherry grim and her crucifix gleaming melting

red and one shot sounds right next to me I look up at the tower
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as the mayfly flutters splatter down from it I kneel I don't

know how long holding her at least five hundred eyes watching

ice cream melting in my lap until the black white man comes

with sheet and she vanilla and cherry flowing. Fat and ugly

gets a sheet and at bottom of tower the blue is gathered and

ice cream on the sheet but they stay even though he has

melted. And the tower is silent once more.

I cross the street as bus pulls up same bus we took

earlier but I cannot see the sign cannot control and cop

says "are you hurt" I say "no I just wanted some ice cream"

he looks around and says to the sheets "damnation" or "damn

nation" I do not know and turns glistening with sweat as

Monica fresh from the shower and shiny like vanilla wraps

the towel around me you always wrap around my life my dreams

wrap me in lies and Monica naughty beneath the sheet grim

and the bus groaning as she wraps me a naughty serpent I

cannot control. And the blue stand mumbling around the grim

important glob I turn away a blue says "take it easy kid

better sit down." I walk away.

Back across the street as the bus still sits and her

sheet trickles red like an obscene serpent separate from the

rest for I am with her I pull the sheet off pull down her

skirt to cover vanilla naughty my hand cold and still on her

cold and still breast I'm sorry I would have said it if I

could have said it I'm sorry but Gordy by her he lied I know
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it I felt it break. I pulled the crucifix off her neck grim

and red and melting silver. Got the blues and I must bail

out bail out bail

Looking up at the faces of grim the grim city. And the

shadow of the tower the buzzing of the flies. The silence

of a melted land and then the same damn song are you all

right are you hurt I sit up and the tower in the silence

only known to stone but I heard it. And she and Gordy and

fat and ugly and boy and girl and cop and old man and some-

one and other sheets I do not know cannot control and the

important mayfly the scattered pig the black scorpion beneath

the sheet in the shadow of the tower. And the bus groaning

patient waiting in the grim.

And the serpent sheet rubbing naughty in the wind. Soft-

warm the cherry and grim the eyes of the city.

I wish he could have saved us all.



THE RAZING OF THE BROWN .& DUNCAN BUILDING

Crazy Bernie was a Jew who lived down the street a ways

and was crazy. Not that he was obvious about. it or anything,

but when you got to know him it became apparent. He had what

you might call a subconscious lunacy about him that didn't

really stand out but was there just the same. I do not know

if being Jewish made Bernie crazy or not, but it certainly

didn't help matters much.

Bernie used to babble a lot of the time. I guess being

Jewish helped some there, for it is easier to babble incom-

prehensibly in Hebrew than in English if you happen to be in

Oklahoma. And I suppose that if he had lived in Israel it

would have been easier to babble in English. But Japan was

where he really belonged, and he knew it.

"I sure do wish I was in Japan."

"Why?"

"It would be so much easier there. I wouldn't have to

try so hard. People understand too much of what I say here.

It might be a little better in Israel, but Japan is where I

really belong."

Bernie and I used to sneak up to the roof of the Van-

dever's building and drink wine. It made Tulsa so much

clearer to drink wine on top of the Vandever's building and

then consider the city.

51
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"Consider the city," said Bernie, "as a raw oyster."

"A raw oyster? But we're not anywhere near the ocean."

"This is true. But there used to be an ocean here. I

guess you must have missed it."

I told him no, I hadn't missed it, I hadn't missed any-

thing since my dog ran away when I was five.

"Why don't you consider the city," I said, "as the Oil

Capital of the World?"

"Because it isn't. It used to be, but not anymore."

"Then where is?"

"I don't know. I guess there isn't one. Only oysters."

"You're crazy."

"Yes, I know. I'm thinking of forming a guild. To

keep out the amateurs."

Bernie laughed like a madman. He was twenty-six years

old and as crazy as a cross-eyed duck. He got drunk a lot

on Thunderbird wine and like to sit on top of the Vandever's

building and consider Tulsa as a raw oyster. Now, if you've

ever been to Tulsa, you know this was sheer madness. Tulsa

is not, has never been, and probably never will be a raw

oyster. I don't think it could become one if it tried.

Bernie liked the idea, though. He said it helped him to

sleep at night.

Tulsa tolerated crazy Bernie probably because it could

not be sure of his existence. Every time they tried to
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gather up all the crazy Jews and send them back to Japan,

Bernie would be on top of Vandever's. Since they never

thought to look on top of Vandever's for a drunk crazy Jew,

they never found him. The search continued, however. Since

Tulsa failed to regain its status as Oil Capital of the

World, the police knew that there were still some crazy Jews

around. They volunteered for extra duty and offered rewards.

Bernie was furious that they never found him; he wanted

so badly to get to Japan. He would sit up there and shout

curses at the city below, and scream in Hebrew about what a

poor job the police were doing. The city would smile plac-

idly up at him, thinking that he was merely another drunken

Indian. Once he went crazy and took a menorah up there and

threw it at the people below, feeling sure that would open

their eyes. He was drunk, though, and his aim was off. He

missed.

Bernie got so that he spent more time on top of the Van-

dever's building than anywhere else, even more than on top

of his wife. He had been married two years and had five kids.

It was a whirlwind courtship. His wife's name was Hermione;

she was fat. She would fix sandwiches for me to take up to

Bernie and then take a bath. She said the only time she felt

safe to take a bath was when Bernie was on top of Vandever's.

Her body drove him wild with, desire. He was crazy.

Hermione enjoyed taking baths, and as Bernie spent more

and more time on top of Vandever's, she spent more and more
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time in the tub. I would go up, give Bernie his food, and

then go watch Hermione take a bath. Bernie didn't object

to this; on the contrary, he encouraged it. When I would

come back he would ask me if Hermione's body was still ir-

resistible. Even though I knew better, I would always say

yes, it drove me wild with desire. I didn't want to tell

Bernie the truth. I feared for his sanity.

Anyway, crazy Beirnie's menorah caused quite a sensation.

It was so mangled by the fall that it looked like an ancient

Indian artifact. A museum dated it as being about three

hundred years before Noah. The man who found the menorah

got his picture in the paper. The enrollment at Oral Roberts

University skyrocketed.

When Bernie heard what had happened, his mind snapped.

He went berserk and started tearing bricks loose from the

roof of Vandever's and throwing them down at the people who

were tearing up the streets of downtown Tulsa looking for

more antedeluvian Indian candlesticks. He never hit anyone

because he was so drunk, but the scientific world went delir-

ious with joy over all the fragments of ancient Indian pottery

that were being found.

"Look!" cried a delirious anthropologist as I came out

of Vandever's. "A fragment of ancient Indian pottery!"

"Looks like a piece of brick to me."

"Nonsense!" he cried. "What would a piece of brick be
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doing in the middle of downtown Tulsa among pieces of ancient

Indian pottery?"

He had me there. Just then another ancient Indian pot

smashed to bits beside me, and I had to pretend I was looking

for antedeluvian Indian candlesticks until I got out of

Bernie's range.

After another week of watching Hermione bathe and cart-

ing chopped liver sandwiches and wine up to Bernie, I began

to hear about what sad shape the Vandever's building was in.

It looked like someone had been trying to tear the roof off.

The building was promptly condemned.

"Bernie, the building's been condemned."

"What? Where am I supposed to live?"

"How about at home?"

"I thought this was home. It feels like home."

"Maybe you could relocate."

"No, I don't think so. If I can't go to Japan, then

this is where I belong."

"But this building's going to be destroyed."

"Then I guess I will be, too."

"What about Hermione?"

Bernie's eyes became misty.

"Does her body still drive you wild with desire? Is

she still irresistible?"

"Sure, Bernie, sure."
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I went to see Hermione. She didn't look at all like her

children and I sometimes wondered if maybe Bernie hadn't

secretly been cheating on her. Maybe she wasn't the kids'

real mother.

Hermione pointed a leg at me from the bathtub.

"I know what you're thinking."

"What?"

"You're thinking that this time your resolve will break

down and you'll be forced to make mad passionate love to me

against your will."

"No, I wasn't thinking that at all."

"Oh. So what's new?"

"They're going to tear down Vandever's and kill Bernie.

What's new with you?"

"Nothing much. I'm pregnant again."

"What happened?"

"You mean you don't know?"

"What are we going to do about Bernie,.Hermione? I

told him they're going to blow up Vandever's, but he won't

come down."

"Maybe I should go talk to him."

"Yeah. Maybe you should."

"I'll go talk to him tomorrow."

The next day I didn't go up to see Bernie. I figured

he and Hermione would want to be alone. He had been up on
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Vandever's so long that now he was twenty-seven and crazy.

I waited below in the rain.

A truck drove up outside Vandever's. It had a sign on

it that said "Tulsa Construction/Destruction Co., Inc." The

driver got out and started unloading boxes of dynamite.

"Why are you unloading those boxes of dynamite?"

"I'm gonna blow up Vandever's because it looks like

someone tried to tear the roof off."

"You can't blow it up. There's a crazy Jew up there."

"You mean that Indian's still up there?"

"He's not an Indian. He's a crazy Jew."

"He can't be a crazy Jew. We sent them all back to

Japan last week."

"Nevertheless, he's up there. And his wife is up there

with him."

"His squaw, huh? She Indian, too?"

"She's Italian."

"Italian? Never heard of that tribe. Must be from fur-

ther west."

"No she's from Italy."

"Oh. One of those eastern tribes, huh?"

"Yeah, okay. Anyway, who do I see about not blowing

them up?"

"Gee, I dunno. Nobody said nothin' to me about not

blowin' 'em up."
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"Maybe that's because no one knew they were up there."

"Oh, a secret, huh?"

"Yeah."

"Well, that explains it. But it don't change my orders."

"Listen, I need to talk to someone higher up. Is the

president of the company around?"

"Nope, He's in Ponca City."

"What's he doing there?"

"Buildin' housin' projects for the Indians."

"When will he be back?"

"He won't. Soon as I get through blowin' up this buildin',

I'm goin' there. You wanna ride?"

"No, I don't think that would do much good. Is there any-

one else I can talk to? A vice-president, maybe?"

"Yeah, the vice-president's here."

"Where?"

"You're talkin' to him. See, the president's in charge

of construction. I'm in charge of destruction."

"Then can't you leave off blowing them up?"

"But I got my orders."

"But you're in charge!"

"Right! And if I started disobeyin' my own orders, how

could I expect any of our employees to follow 'em?"

"I don't see any other employees around."
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"Well, we don't got none right now. But we got plans

for expansion."

"Oh, Christ. Look, it's almost dark. Could you at

least wait until tomorrow?"

"Yeah, I guess so."

"Great. What time tomorrow?"

"Oh, probably around three. I don't often get up before

noon."

"Fine. Take your time."

"Why, thank you, young fella."

I met Hermione coming out of Vandever's. She was clutch-

ing the remnants of her dress.

"What happened to you?"

"My body drives him wild with desire."

"Yeah, I know."

I went up to see Bernie.

"Bernie, you've got to leave. They're still going to

blow up the building."

"But they can't. I'm up here. Didn't you tell them

that?"

"Bernie, I don't think they were listening."

"Oh. Well. In that case, I guess they can blow the

place up."

"Yeah."

"Have some wine."
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"Bernie! Are you crazy?"

"You finally figured that out, huh?"

And that's when I knew.

"They're going to blow you up, Bernie."

"Of course. They don't give a damn about the Jews."

"That's not the problem. They think you're an Indian."

"Whatever gave them that idea?"

"I think it was all those Hebrew curses you shouted at

them. Your babbling confused them."

"It did? Really?"

"Looks that way."

"Success at last! We've got to celebrate! Have some

wine, and I'll tell you a secret."

"What kind of secret?"

"The most very important one in the world."

"What is it?"

"Have some wine."

I had some wine.

"So what's the big secret?"

"I'm going to tell you how to take over the world."

"What?"

"Listen, would I kid you? I've got the plans right here.

It's foolproof!"

He pulled out a few sheets of paper and showed them to

me. They were diagrams of some sort of electronic contraption.
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"What is this?"

"That is the better meat grinder."

"The better meat grinder?"

"Sure. It doesn't grind up meat. It grinds up other

things, like politics, religion, light, time, and emotions.

You can feed the people whatever you want them to believe.

You could be ruler of the world."

"That's insane."

"And there's one other thing I should tell you."

"What's that?"

"Instead of taking over the world, you could save it."

"Save it? How?"

"By feeding it what it needs."

"And what, pray tell, is that?"

"Compassion. And gentle sorrow. That's all it would

take. Honest."

I gave up trying to reason with him. He was beyond

hope. I decided to go see Uncle Ralph and come back later.

Uncle Ralph was in a private asylum. He had gone a bit

over the edge a couple of years ago and had to be put away

for his own good. He always used to sit on the front porch

on Sunday and watch people leaving church. Little kids

used to laugh at him and call him names. But crazy or not,

Uncle Ralph was a man possessed of an intricate wisdom, if you

could figure out what he was talking about.
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"Uncle Ralph, I've got a problem."

"Who hasn't?"

"A friend of mine is on top of Vandever's, and he won't

come down."

"There are worse places to be."

"But Vandever's has been condemned. They're going to

blow it up tomorrow. He'll be killed."

"Why won't he come down?"

"He's crazy. He thinks he's invented a machine to take

over the world."

"Does it work?"

"I don't know."

"Then you don't know if he's crazy or not. If he's

right, that means he isn't crazy. Remember that."

"But how am I going to get him to come down?"

"How should I know? I'm crazy, myself."

"That's why I thought you could help."

"Sorry."

"Yeah, well, I'll see you later."

"Listen, maybe I can give you one piece of advice."

"What's that?"

"Are you going to see your friend tomorrow?"

"Yes."

"Don't push him."
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I went back to Vandever's. All that night Bernie stood

on top of Vandever's, drinking Thunderbird wine and holding

a menorah filled with Roman candles, the fireballs barely

missing the people down below who were hunting antedeluvian

Indian candlesticks by the light of a burning empire in the

sky.

The destruction company vice-president arrived about dawn.

He began setting charges. I went up to see Bernie.

"There's only a few minutes left, Bernie."

"Have some wine."

"Why don't we go down and drink it?"

"Still trying to move me out, huh?"

"Yes."

"Okay, you win. But we'll have a drink first, and then

go down."

"That'll be fine, Bernie."

"I mean, just because I'm a crazy Jew doesn't mean I

want to die."

"Nobody wants to die, Bernie."

"Well, then. L'Chaim."

He took a swig and handed me the bottle. Then he stepped

off the roof of the Vandever's building in the middle of down-

town Tulsa, narrowly missing the people down below who were

hunting fragments of ancient Indian pottery. I took a swig
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of wine. Then I looked over the edge at Bernie the Rorschach

blot on the torn-up streets of downtown Tulsa. People were

looking for something by the light of a fireball in the sky.

I had another drink.

"To life, Bernie. You crazy Indian."

I took out the plans Bernie had given me the day before.

I didn't want to rule the world. And I didn't want to save

it, either. One by one, I gave the sheets to the wind and

watched them drift away across the whole panorama of Tulsa.

And then I went home. But the house seemed cold. And silent.

And lonely.

They didn't blow up the Vandever's- building. It suddenly

quit falling apart, so they just repaired it. They took the

dynamite and blew up the Brown & Duncan building instead.

Nowadays I don't go downtown much. I have enough money

to last for a few more years, so I take it kind of easy. I

like to sit out on the front porch with a bourbon and water

and watch the people pass by. The neighbors say I'm eccentric.

Little kids laugh at me and call me names. And I call them

names right back.


